
Start

Exit
Dispute

Resolution
Process

Is a non-member
one of the disputing

parties?
(10.1)

Yes,
a non-member

 is involved
(then fight your own fights,

the association does not care)

Attempt to resolve
between selves

for 14 days
(10.2)

Resolved
?

No,
just members

                                    Yes,
                        we worked it
                       out ourselves

Parties give notice
to the administrator

of what is being disputed
and between whom
(10.3, 10.4, 10.5)

No,
We wish to engage
formal grievance 

procedure

A Board Meeting is
Scheduled 

(10.6)
The parties involved 

are given at least 
7 days written notice

(10.7)
about what is happening

(10.8)

With in the next 30 days
(10.6)

Is the 
Association one of 
the (two) disputing

parties?
(10.9.1)

A mediator must be appointed

The costs of themediation will be paid by the party(/s) 
who  requested it (10.22)

They must be someone who 
acts as a mediator for another

NFP (10.15)
They must not be biased (10.16)
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The board will 
handle the dispute

at this meeting
10.10

Yes, it is between a member
and the Association

Does 
the board

or the member
request  external 

mediation?
(in writing)

(10.9.2)

No, it is between 2 members

No, everyone is happy
to let the board

handle this

Yes,
one, or both parties

would like 
an external
mediator

Both parties, or their 
representatives,
 get to speak
and or submit 

written statements
(10.10.1)

The board gives
consideration to the 
statements (10.10.2)

And comes to a decision
(10.10.3)

Do
both parties agree
who the mediator 

should be?
(10.13)

The board chooses 
the mediator

(10.14)

No,
they can't agree

Yes.
A mediator
has been
agreed
upon

Mediation occurs

The mediation is confidential (10.21)

If the mediation is about a suspection
The mediation does not affect the validity of 

decisions made at a general meeting
or board meeting.

even if it cancels their suspension/expulsion
(10.23)

Both Parties send written statements  
to the the mediator 

of  what the issue to be mediated 
actually is

at least 5 days before  the mediation
(10.18)

During mediation the mediator ensures that

Each party gets every chance 
to be heard

(10.19.1)

Gets to give consideration to the other
parties writen statement (from 10.18),

about the issues to be mediated
(10.19.2)

The parties as guided by the mediator come 
to a decision about what to do.

Both parties must actually try to 
settle the matter (10.17, 10.20)

(I think that is what is mean by:
“The mediator cannot determine the matter 
that is the subject of the mediation (10.20)”

I hate that language, but I think it is part 
of the mediators job not to actually make 

Decisions.
My original interpretation was that the 
mediator does not get to decide what

is being argued over.)

Yes, we were forced, by the mediator
to act like reasonable human adults

and we worked this out

All parties are informed
of the boards decision

and the reasons
in writing within 7 days

(10.11)

Does anyone
request external mediation

within 14 days?
(10.12)

No,
the matter is 

settled Yes,
lets get

an  external 
mediator
in on this
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